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Market Overview Trade war fear and weaker China’s economic data caused HSI to tumble 
692pts to 28,311 yesterday, turnover was at HKD121b. Over 90% of blue 
chips recorded losses as institutional investors were selling. HSI is now 
only 300pts away from 250-day moving average (28,014). China’s April 
new loan growth was at RMB1.02t, below expectation of RMB1.2t. Last 
night, Trump said that “a deal with China is still possible”, this may help 
HK market to rebound today but magnitude is expected to be limited.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Chinese Banks 
CBIRC plans to launch 12 New Initiatives, further opening up China’s banking and insurance industries to 
foreign players. The new initiatives include meaningful measures that level the playing field for foreign 
companies with domestic companies, by removing additional barriers of entry into consumer finance, 
trust, banking, and insurance industries for foreign financial institutions. For Chinese banks, implications 
are (1) the removal of the shareholding cap could expedite M&A; (2) entry of global players will lift up 
competition.  
 
China Solar 
Market expects demand for solar equipment to pick up in 3Q, following a weaker 1Q. The pick-up will be 
driven by (1) typical seasonality, (2) policy clarity kicking in from July. On 30 April, NDRC finally set feed-
in-tariffs for new solar installations, essentially ranging from RMB0.40-RMB0.55/kWh, effective from 1 
July.   

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Sunny Optical (2382 HK) 
Management sees strong upgrade demand in the market this year, while production yield for the high-end 
triple camera modules is improving gradually. Company has reiterated its production line optimisation 
plan could bring double-digit camera module gross margin in the long term.  
 
Great Wall Motor (2333 HK) 
Company announced that it sold 83,800 autos in April, up 2.5% YoY. Exports reached 6,459 units, up 35% 
YoY. For 4M19, auto sales grew 8.6% YoY to 367,700 units.  
 
Minsheng Bank (1988 HK) 
Although MSB’s current NPL coverage ratio (138%) is above regulatory requirement of 130%, it is believed 
that regulators will still encourage MSB to raise the ratio to ~150%. Also, the potential changes in NPL 
classification (>60 day overdue included in NPL) may lead to high provision pressure.  
 
Sinotrans (598 HK) 
Earnings are expected to improve from 2019 onward, after the decline in 2016-18, driven by improved 
cost synergies amongst its acquired subsidiaries and the streamlined ownership structure of its DHL JV. 
Consensus forecasts FY19F net profit to grow 30% YoY.  
 
Xinjiang Goldwind (2208 HK)  
Stock has tumbled ~30% since early April due to investors’ concern on turbine demand. Channel check 
showed that installation demand remains strong, and gross margin should recover given higher bidding 



price. 
 
Tsingtao Beer (168 HK)  
In 1Q19, premium products outpaced mainstream products, which led to strong ASP growth. Sales and ASP 
showed high single-digit growth, partly offsetting the 1% volume decline. Company will continue to focus 
on the premium segment, this help lead to margin expansion.   
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